Abstract. We have seen an increasing amount of interest in the application of Semantic Web technologies to Web services. The aim is to support automated discovery and composition of the services allowing seamless and transparent interoperability. In this paper we discuss three projects that are applying such technologies to bioinformatics:
Introduction
In the past 10 years, the ability to perform biological in silico experiments has increased massively, largely due to the advent of high-throughput technologies that have enabled the industrialisation of data gathering.
There are two principal problems facing biological scientists in their desire to perform experiments with these data. The first of these is distribution-many of the data sets have been generated by individual groups around the world, and they control their data sets in an autonomous fashion. Secondly, biology is a highly heterogeneous field. There are large numbers of data types and of tools operating on these data types. Integration of these tools is difficult but vital. [2] Biology has coped with this in an effective and yet very ad hoc manner. Almost all of the databases and tools of bioinformatics have been made available on the Web; the browser becoming an essential tool of the experimental biologist. The reasons for this choice of technology are partly chance in that the growth in genomic technologies happened to occur contemporaneously with the growth of the Web. But many of the key benefits of the Web are also important for biologists. Publishing is economically cheap, technically straightforward, innately distributed, decentralised, and resilient to change. Accessing the Web is likewise simple, requiring no knowledge of specific query languages but enabling "query by navigation" [6] .
While this has worked well in the past, it has obvious problems. Many bioinformatics analyses use fragile screen-scraping technologies to access data. Keeping aware of the Web sites on offer is, in itself, a full-time and highly skilled task, mostly because of the complexity of the domain. The application of Semantic Web services to bioinformatics seems a sensible idea in that Web services provide a programmatic interface and avoid screen-scraping [14] , while semantic descriptions enable their discovery and composition.
In this paper we describe three architectures, my Grid, MOBY-Services and Semantic-MOBY, which have been designed to address these problems. All three are aimed mainly at bioinformatics. All three are based on Web or Web-services technologies and use an additional specification of their services to describe the semantics of their operations. All three are high-profile projects in the domain of bioinformatics and come from groups with previous track records of providing solutions for problems of interoperability.
The three solutions are also different in many respects from each other and from the "idealised" Semantic Web services architecture. In examining these differences, we raise a set of key questions about the applicability of Semantic Web services in practice and present our (partial) solutions for these difficulties.
A day in the life: bioinformatics as it is
Bioinformatics as a discipline has largely grown directly out of the molecularbiology laboratories where it was born. In general, each lab investigated a small region of biology and there are very few labs world-wide working on a single problem. Many of these labs have made their own data available for use on the Web. This data is often un-or semi-structured. Much of the data is composed of DNA or protein sequences, but this has generally been accompanied by large quantities of "annotation"-descriptions (generally in free-text form) of the sources of the sequences, literature citations and the possible function(s) of the molecules. In addition to this raw data, many different tools that operate on it have been developed, most of them with restricted functionality and targeted at performing highly specific tasks.
This situation is slowly changing, largely due to the appearance of large service providers in the form of the genome-sequencing and -annotating centres. These centres are now increasing their scopes and often provide many different types of information. The primary service consumer still remains the small laboratory. Much of the information remains openly accessible.
The primary "integration layer" so far has been expert biologists and bioinformaticians. Using their expert knowledge of the domain, they will navigate through the various Web pages offering data or tool access. Information about new resources often comes by word of mouth, through Web portals or paper publications. Data transfer, between applications, is by cut and paste, often with additional data "massaging" (e.g., small alterations in formatting, selections of subsets, simple local transformations such as DNA-to-protein translation). Automation of these processes is achieved largely by bespoke code, often screenscraping the same Web pages that the manual process would use, sometimes using more programmatically amenable forms of access.
From this description we identify the following:--Actors Service Providers Generally, but not exclusively, from specialised "genome" centres. Service Consumers Generally from smaller laboratories, normally with smaller, non-specialist resources.
-Requirements for integration
Discovery and Description Finding the right data or tool resources is a complex task. Service providers need to be able to describe their services, and consumers discover services by these descriptions. Remote Programmatic Access Current screen-scraping technologies are fragile. Organised and preferably uniform access is required. Message Formatting Bespoke data massaging is complex and difficult to automate.
Semantic Web Services in a nutshell
The core task of this a generic semantic web architecture is to enable seamless and inter-operable communication between service providers and service consumers. It achieves this end with five key components:
Service Interfaces Service providers publish interfaces to their services using some form of programmatic access. Semantic Descriptions In addition to the interface description, semantic descriptions of services are provided. OWL-S is the most prominent framework for these descriptions. A Domain Ontology Terms from an ontology describing the key concepts in the domain are used within the semantic descriptions. Registry/Matchmaker A matchmaker service searches over the semantic descriptions made available to it. This may be combined with a registry, a service which advertises the availability of other services. Messaging The domain ontology is used as a lingua franca that enables the service consumer to treat data from different providers in a uniform fashion.
Probably the best known work on supporting such architectures is OWL-S, following on from DAML-S [18] . OWL-S is an upper ontology that describes three key aspects about a service: its profile, which describes what the service does; its process, which describes how one interacts with the service; and its grounding, which relates the ontological concepts to the implementation, usually via a mapping to the WSDL operations.
In this paper we compare the architectures of the three projects with that of an idealised "Semantic Web Services architecture". All three of the projects are attempting to fulfill the requirements specified in Section 2 and are building components that aim to fulfill the role of the five key components described above.
From this comparison we draw the following conclusions:
-The importance of fully automated service discovery and composition is an open question. It is unclear whether it is either possible or desirable, for all services, in this domain, and is an area of research [22] . -Requiring service providers and consumers to re-structure their data in a new formalism for external integration is also inappropriate. External formalisms that adapt to the existence of legacy structuring is sufficient for many purposes. -The service interfaces within bioinformatics are relatively simple. An extensible or constrained interoperability framework is likely to suffice for current demands: a fully generic framework is currently not necessary. -If service discovery is to serve the user, descriptions based on users' own models of services are needed. Furthermore, contextual, outcome or taskoriented descriptions are required. -Semantic services require a domain ontology, but the best way to construct one is not clear. We present three potential solutions for this problem.
The projects
In this section, we present a brief introduction to the three projects. We then give a description of how a traditional "Semantic Web Services" architecture might be applied and explain how this has been implemented in the three projects. The my Grid project is part of the UK government's e-Science programme [17] . It is aimed at providing open-source, high-level middleware to support personalised in silico experiments in biology. Although still at a prototype stage, my Grid has been used for two case studies. These have operated as focal points for the technology based around two diseases namely Graves' Disease [12] and Williams-Beuren syndrome [15] . The core my Grid "philosophy" has been to adopt Web services standards wherever possible and build additional middleware to add value to these. The key components described in Section 3 are realised within my Grid as follows:
Service Interfaces Services are published as Web services described with WSDL. Semantic Descriptions A lightweight RDF data model is used to structure a service description, with a domain ontology providing a vocabulary. Descriptions can be provided by third parties. Previously my Grid used full DAML+OIL descriptions.
Domain Ontology
The ontology is curated and stored centrally, and generated by an expert using DAML+OIL. Registry/Matchmaker A centralised UDDI registry built over a Jena back end, augmented to enable semantic discovery [7] . Messaging Pre-existing domain formats are used.
The Bio-Moby project 1 has grown from the "model organism" communitiesthose supporting the investigation of biological problems in different organisms. These communities have evolved standards which are often specific to one community. However, biologists increasingly wish to ask questions requiring data gathered from many different organisms, thus creating a severe integration problem. The Bio-Moby project has a dual development track with different architectures. The first of these, MOBY-Services (also known as "MOBY-S"), has "simplicity and familiarity" as its core philosophy. MOBY-Services [21] exists as a prototype that is in practical use at a number of sites. The key components are realised within MOBY-Services as follows:
Service Interfaces Services are simplified compared to WSDL, having single operations, inputs and outputs. Semantic Descriptions A data model is enforced by the API of registry with a domain ontology providing a vocabulary. Domain Ontology The ontology is user curated, stored centrally, generate by community collaboration, and structure as a Gene Ontology style DAG. Registry/Matchmaker A centralised bespoke registry called "MOBY-Central", which enables searching by input and output types, augmented with graph crawling. Messaging A thin XML envelope with embedded legacy formats is used.
The second of these, Semantic-MOBY [20] (also known as S-MOBY), has been heavily influenced by the REST architectural style [3] and makes extensive use of Semantic Web technology, in particular OWL-DL. It attempts to embrace the autonomous nature of the Web wherever possible. Also at a prototype stage, Semantic-MOBY has extensive publicly available requirements 2 All three projects therefore share a strong biological focus. They are interested in easing the difficulty of connecting existing service providers to existing service consumers within this domain. This is more important than providing a generic solution.
Automated Service Composition
As a domain, bioinformatics has a number of characteristics of relevance to automated service composition.
Complexity It is unlikely that any representation of the domain and background knowledge will come close to matching the knowledge of the expert bioinformatician. Fluidity Key concepts in the domain are open to change. Any codified representation of the domain is likely to be out of date. Diversity Opinions differ. Bioinformaticians wish to be involved in the selection of services to ensure that their opinions are reflected.
Automated composition is likely to be useful where transparent seamless access is the most overriding requirement, such as booking appointments [23] . Here, users will be happy to accept the results, so long as they are reasonable and they gain the advantage of not having to perform such tasks themselves. It is not likely to serve the needs of expert, knowledgeable, opinionated scientists who may invest large quantities of money and time in further experiments based on the results and who may be required to justify their methodologies under peer review. In the short term, these scientists are unlikely to trust automated service invocation and composition, probably with justification, as it is unlikely to improve on their own selections. We wish to support biologists' activities, not replace them. In this way, bioinformatics seems to be following the path of medical informatics, where early decision-making systems have given way to later decision-support systems [9] .
Our requirements analyses showed one exception to this: the selection of one service from a collection of mirrors. Like most computer users, biologists are fond of asking for ways to "make it go faster". However, a set of services that are mirrors (particularly databases) must have a coordinated update strategy, probably on a daily basis. This coordination indicates that they are not truly autonomous. They are also likely to share the same user and service interfaces (and probably the same code base), so there is no heterogeneity between the mirrors either. Given this, it seems that semantic descriptions are unlikely to be useful in choosing between them. The my Grid project is also investigating other services, for which automated discovery and composition may be useful; these are described in Section 6.
Structured messages and middleware
Combined with the complexity of biology, the autonomous nature of bioinformatics has made integration of the different data resources extremely difficult. Most of the key data types, in bioinformatics, have no standard representation or many "standard representations"; there are at least 20 different formats for representing DNA sequences, most of which have no formal specification 4 . As a simple two-bit code, a DNA sequence is at its essence one of the simplest biological data types, and there are many data types which are considerably more complex.
Where standards do exist, they have often arisen as a result of many years of collaborative work. Both the service providers and service consumers have a high degree of buy-in to the formalisms that exist. The service consumers want their data in legacy formats because their tools can operate over them. While some of the data types are simple, many, however, are highly complex and internally structured 5 Previous work has highlighted this difficulty with web services from other domains. Paolucci et al. [11] , note that "the [complex] types used in a WSDL specification [for accessing amazon.com] are totally arbitrary". This problem is taken to an extreme in bioinformatics in that complex types are simply not used. To demonstrate this point, we gathered 30 bioinformatics service descriptions 6 . Of these only two defined any complex types at all and one of these was a simple list type. Bioinformaticians are just not structuring their data in XML schema, because it provides little value to them. All three projects have accepted that much of the data that they receive will not be structured in a standard way. The obvious corollary of this is that without restructuring, the information will be largely opaque to the service layer.
The projects have coped with this in different ways. The simplest approach is that of my Grid. Service providers are largely autonomous and are unlikely to change their data formats unless there are compelling reasons.
my Grid therefore imposes no additional structuring on the data. While there are problems stemming from the lack of a formal representation of many of the formats, bioinformatics has had a long time to solve these problems; there are many good tools and parsers that are capable of coping with this multitude of formats. Within the my Grid project, the existence of these formats is described; this then enables us to discover services that can translate between these formats, even though these formats are opaque to the middleware. This process has been previously described as automatic semantic translation [8] . We have adopted the terminology of "shim services" 7 . In addition to format translation there are several other situations where users can be supported in composing services by the discover of shims. Firstly, identifier dereferencing-bioinformatics makes extensive use of identifiers, and substituting an identifier for the data it describes is a common task [16] ; and secondly, decomposition-selecting a subset of the data produced by one service, for use by another.
In these cases, it appears that services can be automatically composed in a "safe" manner, i.e. that is, they do not change the intended meaning of the experimental design, but enable it to work.
Both MOBY-Services and Semantic-MOBY do provide additional structuring for their messaging format. MOBY-Services uses a specialised XML schema, that defines all of its messages, which mostly acts as a thin envelope around the opaque structuring of the legacy formats. However, having accepted the existence of a wrapper, MOBY-Services now has a migration path to the increasing structuring of data. Currently it has used this facility to introduce "Cross-References"; one of the most characteristic features of the bioinformatics data has been the addition of links to other "related" data encoded mainly as hyperlinks to other databases. The cross-references provide a similar facility for programmatically accessed services.
Semantic-MOBY on the other hand uses OWL-DL RDF-XML as a messaging layer and OWL-DL for content structuring. Ontological concepts are mapped to XSD data types by providers in the description of their resource. The rich expressivity of OWL means that, over time, concept descriptions can be customized by extending domain ontologies with new properties, combining conpcets across ontologies, and constraining usage with OWL-DL property restrictions.
In short, while none of the projects assume that providers will automatically restructure their data into formats defined in XML Schemas, they all provide migration paths to methodologies that can reduce the problem of syntactic heterogeneity.
Service provision and service interfaces
The key sociological problem that any interoperability middleware faces is attempting to gain support from the service providers. They are semi-autonomous tending to respond well to requests from service consumers. This is unlikely to happen until the system is usable, but a usable system requires the existence of many services.
The MOBY-Services project has taken a different approach. It assumes that service providers are more likely to support MOBY-Services-specific service interfaces if they are easy to generate and require minimal changes to the way the service providers already work. Within the realm of bioinformatics, most existing services look somewhat like a command-line application. Each has one input and one output. There are usually a set of parameters, i.e., values which modify the way the service works, much like command-line options. We describe this style of interface in Table 1 as "Document Style". MOBY-Services therefore uses a subset of the full Web services functionality, thus limiting service interfaces to this basic data model. Each service is atomic, stateless and unrelated to other services.
The my Grid project assumes that various service providers will develop Web service interfaces for their own purposes and the middleware solutions should just be able to cope with these. Additionally, it has developed a set of services of its own with a package called "SOAPLAB" [13] . Interestingly, most of the available services conform to one of two paradigms. Most of the services have operations which conform to the simplified model of MOBY-Services: inputs, outputs, parameters. Many service providers group related, although independent, operations into a single service; MOBY-Services services only ever have a single operation. The second paradigm, described in Table 1 as "Object Style", is used by SOAPLAB 8 . The service operations define an ad hoc object model. This creates a problem in terms of invocation. Any client that uses these services must understand the semantics of the operations. Within the my Grid project, this has been enabled by using an extensible invocation framework within "freefluo": the workflow-enactment engine [10] . This approach falls short of a generic solution in that the framework needs to be extended for different "styles" of Web services. But within the constrained domain of bioinformatics, with its relatively few service providers, it is likely to be sufficient. Table 1 . Two different service interfaces to BLAST, a widely used bioinformatics tool. BLAST operates over a biological sequence, has a number of parameters and returns a single complex BLAST report. The "Document Style" interface has a single method taking a complex set of parameters, while the "Object Style" interface uses object identifiers to provide an ad hoc object orientation.
The Semantic-MOBY service interface is somewhat different. Following the REST architecture, each service has an interface based on, for example, HTTP. The underlying messages provide a richer interface defined by the Semantic- 8 It has been argued that web services are not designed to support such object style interfaces [19] . This may be true; however if my Grid aims to use services from autonomous providers it needs to cope with them.
MOBY upper ontology. Like MOBY-Services, this service interface is atomic, stateless, and unrelated to other services.
Compared to general WSDL services, the simplified approach that all three projects have taken to service interfaces has some important consequences. OWL-S defines a grounding ontology, which describes the relationships between the ontological concepts in the underlying invocation description (e.g., WSDL). This is not required for any of the projects: Semantic-MOBY because its "service interface" is defined by its upper ontology; MOBY-Services because its service interfaces are not heterogeneous; and, my Grid because the enactment engine deals with the small amount of heterogeneity.
The services are all atomic and not decomposable. As a result, nothing similar to the OWL-S process ontology has been used. Only my Grid uses services that require complex interaction (namely the SOAPLAB services), and this interaction is handled by the enactment engine.
User-Centred Service Descriptions
A Semantic Web Services architecture requires a set of semantic service descriptions, which a matchmaker service can then use to discover services.
Within these three projects, all are seeking to enable discovery of services by the user. All three projects share similar ideas about the questions that users wish to ask.
Context The user has a specific piece of data and wishes to know which services can operate on that type of data. Outcome The user wishes to get a specific type of data and wishes to know which services can produce this kind of data. Task The user knows what kind of task, e.g. alignment, retrieval or search., to perform, and wishes to known how.
The my Grid project has introduced a number of other properties of services, including one called "uses resource". Many bioinformatics tools can operate over different data sources. The underlying data has a critical impact on the use of a service, but may well not affect the interface it presents.
In a user-centred approach the users' concepts of "services" do not necessarily confirm to that of the underlying middleware. For example, within my Grid, services are generally a collection of independent, but related, operations. However, with object-style interfaces, as described in Section 7, the user wishes to find the whole service; the individual operations are essentially an implementation detail. With MOBY-Services, this abstraction is directly represented in the middleware in that each service has only one operation. A second example of this is the distinction between inputs and parameters 9 . This distinction can be understood by analogy to a command line which has a main argument and a set of options, or switches. In general, users are interested in searching for inputs, while parameters can be safely ignored until invocation time. As well as serving the users' needs, this distinction has the serendipitous effect of greatly reducing the space over which any technology must search.
The biggest limitation of service descriptions at the moment is their assumption of a single class of user. For example, the my Grid ontology is aimed at bioinformaticians, as this seemed the main user base. Previous systems, such as TAMBIS [4] , have been more aimed at biologists; hence biological concepts such as "protein" are modelled and presented instead of bioinformatics concepts such as "Swissprot ID".
The three projects have somewhat differing ideas about who will provide service descriptions. Both MOBY-Services and Semantic-MOBY have systems based on service providers who describe their own services. Conversely, as with its approach to service provision, the my Grid project has concluded that service providers may or may not choose to do so, and that, at least in the short term, descriptions by third-party members (e.g., those within the my Grid project!) are essential, and may be desirable even in the long term.
Service descriptions are currently manually generated by all three projects. The relatively simple and familiar formalism used by MOBY-Services (see Section 9) ensures that this process is relatively straightforward. Alternatively, Semantic-MOBY and my Grid are relying on the provision of good tool support to ease the process. The my Grid project has made perhaps the most effort in this area reusing a tool from the PEDRo project 10 which presents the user with a fill in form, and then generates services descriptions from this. Describing services is still, however, an arduous process-even though the simplified service interfaces reduce the required complexity of the service descriptions (Section 7). In addition the use of legacy formats (Section 6), means very little information can be mined from the WSDL files; tools such as WSDL2DAML-S are relatively ineffective when they have no information to work on. Most information has been gained from reading associated documentation, guesswork based on service/operation names and experimental execution of the services followed by manual inspection of the results 11 . It is clear that these approaches are not scalable. It is possible that more automated techniques [5] may become applicable in the future. Within the restricted domain of bioinformatics, it should be possible to partially automate experimental service execution. In the short term, however, the authoring of service descriptions will remain a major bottleneck.
Generating an ontology for a complex domain
One fundamental difficulty of any Semantic Web Services architectures is the requirement for a domain ontology. The ontology must reflect the users' understanding of the domain and enable the description of services by service providers or helpful third parties, particularly in support of user-oriented service discovery. In a complex and changing domain such as bioinformatics this is no small undertaking.
Fortunately, within bioinformatics the community is already conversant and are generally convinced of the value of ontological descriptions. Over the last four years, the community has developed the Gene Ontology (GO). This is a hierarchically organised controlled vocabulary. The ontology is structurally simple; having subsumption (is-a) and partonomy (part-of ) hierarchies. The ontology is widely used; it now consists of ∼17,000 terms and has been used to describe several million database entries. GO is the flagship ontology of a collection of biological ontologies, called OBO (Open Biological Ontologies), which describe various aspects of biology.
It is in this light, that MOBY-Services has found its approach to ontology development. One of the biggest factors in the success of GO has been the large level of community involvement in its construction [1] . The MOBY-Services central registry MOBY-Central therefore contains functionality for adding new terms and relationships. It has adopted the same representational formalism as GO as this is already familiar to the community; familiarity is considered more important than expressivity. Combined with reasonable editorial guidelines and an active mailing list it is hoped that those using the ontology will extend it to fulfil their requirements. Additionally, MOBY-Services has already constructed tools for viewing their ontology; it is essential that finding existing appropriate concepts is easy, in order to discourage the recreation of existing concepts. We call this the collaborative community style of ontology building.
my Grid has learnt a different lesson from the GO, namely the importance of the role of a curator. To this end a large ontology has been already been constructed by the project. In this case, my Grid chose to use DAML+OIL as its underlying formalism because of the existence of tooling (e.g., OilEd) and reasoning capabilities. Wherever possible, existing classifications from the community were used. By analysing use cases from the other two projects that were unavailable at the time the ontology was constructed, it is clear that it has reasonable, but incomplete, coverage of the domain. It is clear that, like MOBYServices, methods to encourage feedback from the community are essential. We call this centralised, curated ontology building.
These two methods are not entirely disjoint, however. MOBY-Services and my Grid are therefore making significant efforts to align their ontologies. As the largest currently available ontology of bioinformatics services, it is hoped that a view of the my Grid ontology can be constructed so that it can be used with the MOBY-Services project. The collaborative community would then be aiding knowledge capture rather than ontology building per se. This is perhaps closest to the Gene Ontology process. It still, however, suffers from the problem that the cost of curating the ontology must be borne centrally rather than distributed through the community.
Finally, Semantic-MOBY has sought to embrace a distributed, autonomous style of ontology building, reflective of the nature of bioinformatics. It seems likely that, over time, the community will build ontologies describing some or all of the domain. The independent development of the my Grid ontology seems to prove that this assumption is accurate. The Semantic-MOBY infrastructure has been designed to cope with a free market of ontology development. However, ontologies provide interoperability only so far as they are shared by members of the community. If multiple ontologies are allowed or encouraged yet mechanisms for interoperability are not embedded, there is a risk that independent "city states" will develop.
The use of a highly compositional style of ontology development, backed by a well-defined semantics and inference is critical to avoiding this development. It is hoped that core concepts can be created with community agreement and that these concepts can be extended by smaller specialist groups. This approach is also supported by the existence of the other projects. Any ontology developed by either or both projects that is reflective of community opinion will be likely to find favour within Semantic-MOBY's free market.
Of all the aspects of the three architectures, it seems the issue of ontology building is where the three differ the most. Perhaps this stems from the fundamental difficulty of the issue.
Given these differences, it is ironic, although heartening, that ontology building is also the activity where all three projects have shown the highest degree of collaboration, engaging in active efforts to align semantics, share the knowledge already represented explicitly, and gather additional knowledge implicit within the community.
Discussion
Semantic Web Services technologies offer the prospect of increased interoperability and of (semi)automated service discovery and invocation. The advent of high-throughput biological techniques has made the requirement for such a technology within bioinformatics immediate and pressing.
In this paper we have described three architectures that are applying these technologies. We have also described some of the large practical problems that have presented themselves.
Clearly all three projects are aimed at supporting bioinformatics. We feel, however, that some of the experiences may be relevant to other domains. We suggest:--The inappropriateness of automated service invocation and composition is likely to be found in other scientific or highly technical domains. -The difficulties in providing a domain ontology are likely to be shared by any domain with complex data types; structuring of data is likely to be difficult where significant legacy systems exist. We suspect that our solutions may be practical for use only within a restricted domain. -Semantic Service Discovery tailored toward the users' notions of services is likely to be a useful augmentation to all domains.
At the current time, we are unsure as to the applicability of simple service interfaces to other domains, although we suspect this may remain relatively unique to bioinformatics. Despite these difficulties it seems likely that the development of Semantic Web Services technologies should ease the difficulty of service discovery and composition within bioinformatics. Conversely, we believe that bioinformatics offers good opportunities for testing these technologies in a practical setting.
